OUTLINES – TRAVEL NEWS & OFFERS

28th May 2015

For those receiving our e-newsletter for the first time, welcome. Copies are stored on our website – see
this link: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au/content/whats_new_outlines If you change your address
or wish to add the name of a friend or stop receiving this material please do contact us.

EUROPEAN CANAL AND RIVER CRUISES - SPECTACULAR OFFERS *
SAVE UP TO $4000 PER CABIN ON SELECTED DEPARTURES
Book your Europe getaway now to take advantage of substantial 2 for the price of 1 savings on a
luxury hotel barge cruise in Burgundy.
Cruise the canals and explore the vineyards and history of Burgundy and SAVE over $4000 per cabin.
Enjoy 2 for 1 savings on fully inclusive 7-day cruises departing on select departures 13th, 20th or 27th
June 2015. Save 25% for cruises departing on 1st August or 20% off for 17th October 2015.
For cruise details call 1800 331 582 or see this link: http://bit.ly/1AiUWXd

Hotel barges offer charming, bespoke accommodation for a select group of 4 to 20 passengers cruising
on the calm canals and rivers of Europe. These all-inclusive luxury hotel barge cruises include gourmet
meals prepared by an experienced on-board chef, a selection of regional wines and cheeses with lunch
and dinner and an “open bar”. There are bicycles for guests’ use and we include guided shore
excursions by minibus on most days. You will be pampered by our cruise hosts, and on-board facilities
such as a spa, Jacuzzi or exercise room are available for your use.
Cruise on the deluxe 12-passenger Panache in Alsace-Lorraine, a truly unique part of France. The
region’s blend of French and German influences can be seen in its architecture, heard in its language,
and tasted in its cuisine, its wines and its beers. This cruise offers storybook chateaux, medieval
mountaintop villages, Renaissance cathedrals, distinctive half-timbered houses, rolling vineyards, and
private tastings of famed Alsatian wines Riesling, Pinot Noir and Gewürztraminer. Or if beer is more to
your taste, experience a private tour and tasting at a 17th Century brewery. Savings are also available
along the sun-dappled Canal du Midi in the South of France, the wine-making and gourmet regions of
Burgundy and Bordeaux, or the waterways of the Veneto and Venice in Italy

Call OUTDOOR TRAVEL on 1800 331 582 for details or reservations

As boating and cruising holiday specialists Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd are offering substantial savings on a
range cabins and selected exclusive charters for new bookings:
Barge

Discount *

Select offer dates in 2015

Panache – Champagne
Per cabin

€1000 off per cabin

21st & 28th June

Per charter

€6000 off per charter

14th June

Panache – Alsace-Lorraine
Per cabin

€1000 off per cabin

12th July, 2nd August

Per charter

€6000 off per charter

26th July,
9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th August

La Belle Epoque – Burgundy
Per cabin

€1000 off per cabin

21st June, 12th, 26th July,
16th August

Per charter

€6000 off per charter

5th July, 2nd, 9th & 23rd August

L'Art de Vivre – Burgundy, France
Per cabin
€1000 off per cabin

14th, 21st June, 19th July

Per charter

26th July, 9th August

€4000 off per charter

L’Impressionniste – Burgundy, France
Per cabin
€1000 off per cabin

14th June, 5th, 19th, 26th July

Anjodi – Canal du Midi, France
Per cabin

€1000 off per cabin

14th June, 12th July,
30th August

Per charter

€4000 off per charter

5th July, 2nd, 9th, 23rd August

Rosa – Gascony, France
Per cabin

€1000 off per cabin

14th, 21st June, 12th July,
16th, 23rd August

Per charter

€4000 off per charter

26th July, 2nd, 9th August

La Bella Vita – Venice & Po Valley
Per cabin
€1000 off per cabin
Per charter

€6000 off per charter

19th July, 9th & 30th August,
13th September
5th, 12th July, 23rd August,
20th, 27th September,
11th October

* Discount Conditions: The normal Terms and Conditions as shown on our website / brochure apply.
Some cruises may require a minimum of 4 passengers booked to guarantee the cruise. Cabin discounts
only apply to double occupancy. Special offers are subject to availability, they apply to new bookings
only. Special offers cannot be combined and cannot be used in conjunction with other offers.
Cruising & Opera in Italy: This year we are offering two wonderful ‘Opera Cruises’ departing 11th -18th
July & 5th - 12th September 2015 on the barge La Bella Vita in Italy. Each itinerary will be for 7 nights
and will include 1 night’s stay in a 4 star hotel in Padua and most importantly, an evening at the opera in

the magnificent Roman amphitheatre, the Arena di Verona, to watch either Puccini’s “Tosca” or Verdi’s
“Nabbuco” from the best seats in the house!
There will also be visits during the 6-night cruise to wonderful baroque theatres, as well as the usual
highlights such as Mantua’s Ducal Palace, wine tastings and dinner ashore at a private stately home.
For more information, a free brochure or to make a booking call 1800 331 582 or email
info@outdoortravel.com.au or see: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au/content/sailing

Hotel Barge cruising in Holland at tulip time: “I have recently returned home and would like to thank
you personally for a delightful experience on your Savoir Faire in Holland. I enjoyed very much your
lovely barge, very comfortable and the excellent service we all received on board from your great crew.
Food was wonderful and your land excursions were very good and well planned.
I have made several new friends and we have already started swapping E-Mails.” Marc

LE BOAT – SELF SKIPPERED MOTOR CRUISERS IN EUROPE 2016
Ready to plan next years’ holiday and save for new bookings from 1st June 2015?

For travel in 2016 we are offering discounts of up to 15% on boat hire booked by the 31st August 2015.
To see the brochure call us on 1800 331 582 or see this link: http://bit.ly/1vWkVqJ
For current prices available for 2015 OR 2016 reservations see this link: http://bit.ly/1EgmbW8

BIKE & BARGE CYCLING CRUISES IN EUROPE
What is still available in 2015?
We still have a limited number of cabins available on selected Bike & Barge routes for 2015 – here is a
summary - these details change daily so do check with us for the date and destination you require:
Destination

Departure date

Tour (Barge standard)

France:

18th July
22nd July
1st August:

3rd October:
10th October:
11th October

Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Paris to Champagne (Standard)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Champagne to Paris (Standard)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Highlights of Paris (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Loire Valley (Standard)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Best of Burgundy (Standard Plus)
Burgundy from Auxerre (Luxury)

France & Belgium

15th August:
12th September:
26th September:
10th October:
17th October:

Bruges to Paris (Standard) – Two weeks
Paris to Bruges (Standard) – Two weeks
Bruges to Paris (Standard) – Two weeks
Paris to Bruges (Standard) – Two weeks
Paris to Bruges (Premium Plus) – Two weeks

France & Belgium

19th September:
9th October

Maastricht to Paris Self-guided (Premium Plus) Two weeks
Paris to Maastricht Self-guided (Premium Plus) - Two weeks

Holland & Belgium

1st August:
15th August:
22nd August:
29th August:
19th September:
26th September:
3rd October:
10th October:
24 October:

Amsterdam to Bruges (Premium)
Bruges to Amsterdam or reverse (Premium)
Bruges to Amsterdam (Premium)
Bruges to Amsterdam (Premium)
Amsterdam to Bruges (Premium)
Bruges to Amsterdam or reverse (Premium or Standard)
Amsterdam to Bruges (Premium)
Bruges to Amsterdam or reverse (Premium),
Bruges-Amsterdam (Standard)
Amsterdam to Ghent (Standard)

Germany:

15th August:
5th September:
4th October:
11th October:
18th October:
25th October:

Amsterdam to Cologne (Premium)
River Moselle (Premium Plus)
River Moselle (Premium)
River Moselle (Premium)
River Moselle (Premium)
River Moselle (Premium)
River Moselle Self-guided cycling (Premium)

8th August:
15th August:
22nd August:
29th August:

5th September:

12th September:
19th September:
26th September:

–

Italy:

8th August:

Venice (Premium or Premium Plus)
Sicily (Premium)

22nd August:

Venice (Premium)
Sicily (Premium)

29th August:

Venice (Premium Plus
Sicily

5, 12, 28th September Sicily
3rd October
10th October
17th October

Amalfi Coast (Premium)
Amalfi Coast (Premium)
Amalfi Coast (Premium)

River Danube:

Selected dates in all months

Romania:

5th, 19th September
1st October

Croatia:

Selected dates in all months – all destinations.

Turkey

5th, 12th September Aegean Coast (Premium)
3rd, 10th 17th October Aegean Coast (Premium)

Greece

5th September
17th October

Danube delta (Premium)
Danube delta (Premium)

Cyclades (Premium)
Ionian Islands (Premium)

For a summary of all 2015 Bike & Barge departures and prices see this link: http://bit.ly/1FO7YSw
For detailed itineraries see: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au/content/whats_new_holiday#europe

NEW BIKE & BARGE CYCLING CRUISE IN FRANCE
Burgundy from Auxerre aboard a luxury hotel barge – a special one-off departure for 2015

For those looking for the ultimate in fully inclusive Bike & Barge comfort with a choice of easy-paced
cycling or guided sightseeing we offer a one-off 7-day / 6-night tour departing on 17th October 2015.
Starting with a bus transfer from central Paris to Auxerre in the beautiful Yonne region, we cycle and
cruise the River Yonne past nearby Chablis, Avalon and Vézelay to Clemency in the heart of Burgundy.
Interwoven with sections of the Nivernais canal, we cruise through locks, past a succession of pretty
stone-built villages along a waterway once used for floating timber and wine barrels downstream to
Paris. We follow the path taken by Romans and pilgrims past Charolais cows grazing in the lush
meadows beside this enchanting waterway. A journey through history full of the charm of times past.
The barge accommodates up to 14 guests in eight air-conditioned cabins each with a private bathroom.
Meals on board the barge are treasured times, opportunities to share with friends — old and new — a
summer luncheon or candlelit dinner. Our chef is encouraged to be innovative and imaginative, creating
French cuisine with a contemporary twist using fresh local ingredients. Breakfast offers freshly baked

croissants, pastries and bread. Lunch is a feast of salads and savoury dishes, followed by a selection of
fresh fruit and cheeses. The four-course evening meal is the gastronomic highlight of each day, to be
concluded, on the starlit nights for which Burgundy is noted, with coffee and liqueurs on deck.
Daily, guided cycling excursions are offered – with a support – to medieval towns, chateaux and the
glorious vineyards – blending culture and shopping opportunities along the way! Bicycles are provided
for passengers to use or you can stay onboard to enjoy the cruising as you wish.
Wines are served with lunch and dinner and there is an ‘open bar’ available at all times. The sun deck,
with seating, tables and umbrellas, offers the perfect place to enjoy the scenery as it unfolds and to relish
uninterrupted views of rural Burgundy.
Suggested itinerary:
Sunday:
Transfer from Paris to the barge moored at Auxerre to meet the other passengers, crew
and cycle guide. Time for bike fitting and to take them for a spin along the towpath before dinner.
Monday:
Morning Cruise from Auxerre to Vincelles or cycle along the towpath looping round Vaux
and Champs-sur-Yonne. After lunch cycle to Chablis for wine tasting, via Irancy and Préhy.
Distance: 25km or 50km
Tuesday:
Cycle to Coulanges-la-Vineuse, Pinot Noir wine country and return to the barge for lunch.
Afternoon cruising from Vincelles to Accolay or cycle a loop from Accolay via Bessy-sur-Yonne.
Distance: 18km or 35km
Wednesday: Early morning cruise and visit to Noyers with picnic in the town. Cycle from Noyers to
Colombier and afternoon cruise from Accolay to Mailly-le-Château or a cycle loop via Trucy-sur-Yonne.
Distance: 16km or 29km
Thursday:
Morning cruise or from Mailly-le-Château to Chatel Censoir. Afternoon ride to Vézelay via
Fontenille and visit the Bascilica Mary Magdalene return via Asnieres-sous-Bois. Alternatively take the
bus tour of the Chateau of Bazoches.
Distance: 15km or 40km
Friday:
Morning cruise Lucy-sur-Yonne to Clamecy. Cycle from Lucy-sur-Yonne to Pousseaux,
via Surgy and in the afternoon cycle along the Nivernais Canal to Tannay returning via Teigny.
Distance: 21km or 45km
Saturday:

Departure transfer to Paris arriving at approximately 1.00pm

The cost per person in a twin share cabin is $5240 (single cabin costs available on request). There are
still a very limited number of cabins still available for the hotel barge cruise only on selected dates in
August, September & October 2015 – for details see this link: http://bit.ly/1xiG2Pt

CYCLING IN PROVENCE
What you said about our tours – self-guided inn-to-inn e-bike cycling
Orange - Uzès - Pont du Gard - Avignon - St. Rémy - Les Baux - Arles
“Overall it was a great trip and we enjoyed it very much. The e-bikes were close to brand new and
performed very well with the batteries lasting 50 km, mostly on touring settings. The local team were
very efficient and friendly. All hotel bookings were in place as were restaurant bookings for dinner. We
had terrific weather. Cool mornings, cloudless skies through the day and pleasant evenings.
We had a slow start with British Airways from Heathrow leaving nearly 30 minutes late to go to
Marseilles, which meant we missed the train we had planned to get us to Orange in time to meet the
courier at the first hotel where we had two nights’ stay. We did not arrive at the hotel until after 9pm,
when we should have been there about 5 pm. The courier waited an hour and a half for us but eventually
left us a long explanatory note and the phone number if we had questions.

It was an excellent little three star hotel. First class breakfast buffet; the best we had on the trip, nice
room if a tad small (but that’s general in French hotels) and very good service, dinner the first night was
in a good pizza restaurant across the streets from the hotel. Dinner the next night was in a restaurant,
the Theatre, not far from the big Roman auditorium.
The ride to Uzes was just what your itinerary said it would be.
The hotel in Uzes was the only one on the itinerary that had a restaurant for dinner. Good, quite
upmarket. Hotel good; in a series of properties along the rue Sigalon.
Good run to Avignon, which we enjoyed. The hotel was the only one we had reservations about. It’s a
big place in the main street of Avignon; a bit cheerless. Hardly anyone staying there but we got a room at
the back with no view. Breakfast OK.
Next day took us to St Remy en Provence and the Hotel Gounod, a real gem; a beautiful hotel with all
mod cons, excellent breakfast served to the table, not a buffet and a booking at a very good restaurant
for both dinners.
The final hotel was in Arles, a place we enjoyed very much. The hotel is old and the breakfast wasn’t
much chop but the two restaurants booked for us for dinner were excellent, particularly the Les Filles du
16. Small, popular and very good food. The Plaza the next night was bigger, also good, but not as good
as Les Filles du 16.
The run from Arles to St Marie de la Mer was an easy 40km over flat terrain and a quick dip in the Med a
token rather than a pleasure. Francois turned up with the van/taxi right on time at the appointed place
and we had a nice run back to Arles. Train from there to Avignon and then on by TER to Dijon.
Along the way we met all sorts of helpful very pleasant people — a postman south of Arles who stopped
his van and directed us away from a swamp and a major highway, and stopped again about 20 minutes
later to check that we were OK. The ticket clerk in the railway station at Arles who took the tickets for
Arles to Orange, used the credit towards seniors tickets to Dijon and we did the whole trip in TER
comfort for 80 euros.
I should add that the WiFi was excellent at every hotel. It was very fast and free in all the hotels. Mobile
service also good.
Maps and directions were easy to follow (though on a couple of occasions we got on the wrong road by
misunderstanding where a turn should have been made) and altogether we are (a) proud of our cycling
orienteering skills, (b) pleased with the arrangements, (c) if a bit sunburned, very happy with the trip.”
Many thanks, Garry and Jenny Barker
For more information on our self-guided cycling in France see this link: http://bit.ly/1IXdkNW

Call OUTDOOR TRAVEL on 1800 331 582 for details or reservations

FRENCH COOKING HOLIDAYS NOW WITH E-BIKE HIRE
6-days / 5-night luxury accommodation and cooking courses – non-cooking guests welcome

In a typically French Provençal environment join our renowned chef for a hands-on welcome (in English)
to his kitchen, his kitchen garden, his fruit and vegetable markets and to the fisherman who supply him
with fresh fish daily. Explore the sights and sounds of Provence based in a comfortable hotel and spa in
a typical village setting. Nearby the Bastide cooking school and kitchen garden follows the seasons to let
you discover the fresh, annual herbs and grasses of Provence mint and lavender.
For partners and in your free time the delightful village of La Cadière d'Azur is perched high on a hillside
surrounded by olive groves and vineyards with wonderful walks and views in all directions. New for 2015
we have added the option to hire e-bikes to help conquer those scenic hills and build-up your appetite.
After midday, one of our staff will accompany each group to discover the Bandol appellation wines with a
vintner, to visit olive oil groves, beekeeper for honey or a mill for oil tasting. Lunches are served under
the arbour of the Bastide (weather permitting) or in the beautiful dining room. Four dinners are at your
own arrangement.
Dates still available for September / October 2015 - for more information see: http://bit.ly/1GCqWfO

WALKING IN THE FRENCH BASQUES
A personal account by Paul Lamarra
I have just returned from a week’s walking in the French Basque county, if there is such a thing as
French Basque, with James and Diana Tamlyn.
Enthusiastic francophiles, James and Diana moved out to France in 1994 and have found that
conducting their own brand of walking holidays is the perfect outlet for their love of France and in
particular the food, wine and landscape. I found their knowledge of this particular trinity to be much
deeper than the average francophile.
It is safe to say I have never been on a walking holiday quite like it. James casts himself in the role of
eccentric Englishman abroad and more specifically on safari. There were no wild animals but wherever
he pointed his brolly I would follow.
Their unique approach is to recreate the intimate atmosphere of an extended dinner party. At no time did
it feel formal or organised – although I am certain it was – and I came away feeling I had known James
and Diana and the other six, Australian, guests since birth.
Auberge de Bois
The emphasis is firmly on La Belle Vie but James and Diana are anxious that travelling in France should
not be a spectator sport where the tourist merely looks on. Therefore on the first night we were bussed to
the Auberge de Bois near Saveterre-de-Béarn – best described as a hunters’ cafe. When we entered the
only other diner scowled to the point that his mono brow merged with the top of his thick framed glasses.
Man and spectacles were one.

It was the kind of place where everyone is served at long tables and all the crockery and cutlery you will
need is piled up neatly before you. The crockery was almost translucent and the cutlery somewhat
lightweight.
The, first course, was a tasty vegetable broth served from a steel basin until I could eat no more. There
was a charcuterie, roast chicken and frites and then slices of the local Ossau-Iraty cheese. Dessert was
a selection of cornettos offered round in a basket. The wine was Corbiere and came in a plastic bottle
with a plastic cap that you flick out with your thumb without the delay of using a corkscrew. It was more
Chateau 3pm Yesterday than a Chateau Y’qem 1959.
Part of the experience was the TV on the wall. Inevitably the conversation would grind to a halt every
time Barcelona scored another goal.
Wine Tasting with Minette Constant
The antithesis of this experience was a wine tasting with master of wine Minette Constant in the creaky
elegance of Béthouzet, an isolated manoir built in the reign of Louis XV.
An accentless Scot and platinum blonde, Minette led us through seven wines from the south-west. My
favourite was a toasty dry white from the Domaine Berthoumeiu - “Les Pierres de Grés” 2012.
Wine tastings are ripe for faux-pas. My faux-pas was to declare that one wine reminded me most
specifically of the bubble mixture I used to purchase on a seaside holiday for the purposes of blowing
bubbles. “I think your nose is being influenced by the odours from the log fire,” was Minette’s diplomatic
response.
The damage was done however and for seven amateur wine tasters not inclined to use the spitoons the
scents of domestic cleaning products were added to our limited wine-vocabulary.
Picnics
James and Diana have taken a great deal of care to select picnic spots that are out of the ordinary. The
first was in a field under a spreading oak while another was on sloping ground with a clear view over the
foothills (Pyren-ankles) of the Pyrenees into Spain (sorry Navarre).
Diana’s carefully prepared picnics featured fresh asparagus, local sausage, lentil salads and cured
Basque ham cut from the leg by James. A completely new one on me was truite de Banka (pronounced
bonka) – farmed in as natural circumstances as possible the dense pink flesh is testament to the
exercise the fish enjoy swimming against the artificially induced currents. It is the trout favoured by the
likes of Alain Ducasse.
Borders
I have not yet touched on the walking aspect of the trip. The walking never exceeded 16 kilometres and
did not take up too much of our time. There were many walks and the highlight of the week for me was a
walk from near Sare in France, where we were based, to Berra, in Spain. Following the path of
contrabandiers (smugglers) we moved through the head height broom and gorse with no stealth
whatsoever to the col de Nive or Lepoz Lepo. Even today I am told it is worth crossing the border for
cheap fags, drink and petrol.

The border was patrolled by sturdy Basque ponies known as potok. The frontier is, however, only
celebrated in the legal mind and not in any sense by the Basques who welcomed us to Navarre rather
than Spain.
It was a week of crossing borders and I had to be mindful of the small differences between the Béarnais,
the Soulais and the Basque. The only one I can actively recall was that as we entered the Basque the
shutters on the windows were the deep red of bull’s blood.
Paul Lamarra is a member of the Outdoor Writers’ and Photographers’ Guild, the Society of Authors and
the National Union of Journalists. For more writing on France by Paul see
http://paullamarra.com/2015/05/24/pays-basque/
The Basque Pyrenees is one of a selection of small group guided walks available through Outdoor
Travel – places are still available for 2015 - for details see this link: http://bit.ly/1PGx4t6

OUTDOOR TRAVEL FARES AND TRAVEL DESK
For all your flight and travel needs
Outdoor Travel have access to a wide range of airlines and airfares - including Economy, Premium
Economy (with more legroom), Mixed Class (where you fly the short sectors in Economy Class and long
sectors in Business Class), Business or First Class airfares to all destinations including the UK and
Europe, New Zealand, Vietnam, the USA or Canada and more.
Our team on our Fares Desk offer a complete travel solution. Yvette or Kristen can assist you with all
your travel arrangements to make your holiday a most wonderful experience. They have access to
accommodation, car hire, rail travel, tours, cruises and lots more to make your itinerary complete.
For the latest great value airfares to Europe for travel in 2015 see: http://bit.ly/1FAIsyS
“Hi there Yvette. We had a great time.... All the bookings you made for us turned out well. We enjoyed
the Premium Economy Travel. The time in Sorrento was lovely, we really enjoyed that area. The Amalfi
Coast is the best... Enjoyed the accommodation at Johanna Park, especially the "short cut" to town.
Our 10 day coach tour was good. Our guide Salvatore was a real character. There were only 27 people
on the tour so was a comfortable group. We really enjoyed the Bike & Barge and although the weather
was COOL and windy at least we did not have to ride in the rain!!! Averaged 45km a day which was
good to do especially after being spoilt on the Avalon River Cruise.....
The tulip fields and the Flora Holland market were the highlights, but it was so lovely riding through the
countryside. The crew on the Zwaan were great, lovely meals.
We enjoyed being overseas before the "peak tourist time" and although the weather was cooler it was
lovely not having to deal with the crowds.....” Gaylene and June

OUTDOOR TRAVEL IS ON FACEBOOK:

We also have a Facebook page where you can see our latest offers, photos, news stories & can make
comments or ask questions about our many active holidays. Why not join today click and ‘like’ this
link: http://on.fb.me/1JWadoM

Contact Outdoor Travel for details and reservations on a wide range of active holidays:





Call Toll free: 1800 331 582 or (03) 57551743 or Fax (03) 57501020
Email: info@outdoortravel.com.au
Web: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au
Mail: Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd, PO Box 286, Bright VIC 3741, Australia

To be removed from unsubscribe click here: http://bit.ly/1FbRyyS then look for the UNSUBSCRIBE button

